More than 12 years ago, KFOR soldiers crossed the border to Kosovo
in order to set the conditions for a self-sustaining peace. We all
remember well these first days of the mission in 1999.
Hard power like battle tanks, mechanized infantry and combat
helicopters were necessary to deter any kind of aggression. KFOR was
the first line of action.
Due to the professional work of our soldiers, the situation in Kosovo is
now peaceful.
Especially in the South, the mission’s nature has changed. Now we are
the 3rd line responder using soft power to support the local institutions,
but being ready to counter threats to peace.
This is an impressive progress!
The years of KFOR in the South were a story of success. They were
characterized by an excellent cooperation between the nations. Besides
Germany and Austria, also Switzerland and Turkey provided troops for
the benefit of the mission. In the beginning, even Russia and the
Netherlands contributed soldiers.
Working and living among all of the nations, we have always followed the motto:
One mission – one team!
The fact that we are now able to disband the Multinational Battle Group South documents the success of our
common efforts to stabilize the country. The events of the last few months demonstrated this in an outstanding
manner.
But now, time has come for the people of Kosovo! They are facing challenges that cannot be accomplished any
longer by the military – these are challenges that lie now in the hands of the whole society.
On behalf of my soldiers and civilian employees, I would like to thank the KFOR family for the support and
comradeship Multinational Battle Group South received in the past. I wish you all the very best for the future.
Mission accomplished!

Brigadier General Stephan Thomas, German Army
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This competition was first launched in 2003 and has been
held annually since then. We received many wonderful
photos and it was not easy for the judges to select the
winners. I would like to thank all those who submitted
photos and who took the time and made the effort to
compete. The range of photos received was very broad,
displaying photographic art skills in abundance.
Congratulations to our three winners:

Commander KFOR
Major General Erhard Bühler, German Army

Pictured from left to right below:
1st Prize – Major Carlos Santana, U.S. Army. Photo of
local child with lollipop during DANCON March.
2nd Prize – Sergeant Martin Senica, Slovenian Army.
Photo of watchtower at night in Camp Villagio Italia.
3rd Prize – Corporal Jure Mocivnik, Slovenian Army.
Photo of Budisavc Church.

Nations within KFOR:

Chief Public Affairs Office
and KFOR Spokesman
Captain Dr. Hans-Dieter Wichter, German Navy
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Photos by Master Sergeant Steffen Maluche, German Army

Kosovo Force Commander (COM KFOR), Major
General Erhard Bühler, attends Christmas Evening mass
at the Mother of God Good Counsel Cathedral in Prizren
on 25 December 2010.

COM KFOR greets Commander Allied Joint Force
Command, Naples, Admiral Samuel J. Locklear III, on
the occasion of his visit to HQ KFOR on 05 January
2011.

Attending a Press Conference in Prizren following the
Change of Command and Disbanding Ceremony for
Multinational Battle Group South (MNBG S) on
20 January 2011, were from left to right: Brigadier
General Stephan Thomas, COM MNBG S, Mr Hajredin
Kuqi, Deputy Prime Minister of Kosovo and COM
KFOR.

COM KFOR with Lieutenant Colonel Khalid Lkhiel,
National Contingent Commander and Senior National
Representative of the Moroccan Contingent, during
COM KFOR’s visit to Camp Marechal de Lattre de
Tassigny on 04 January 2011.
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On 21 January 2011, COM KFOR went to Tirana,
Albania, to meet Major General Maksim Malaj, the
Albanian Chief of Defence (left).

COM KFOR and Ms Gordana Jankulovska, Minister of
Internal Affairs of the former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia* during the official signing of the documents
at HQ KFOR on 22 January 2011 for the handover of
responsibility over the first section of the former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia border to Kosovo, from
KFOR to the Kosovo Border Police.
*Turkey recognizes the Republic of Macedonia with its constitutional name

COM KFOR visits Mitrovica on the day of the revote for
the elections on 23 January 2011.

Brigadier General Enrico Spagnoli, Military Civil
Advisory Division Chief, hands out certificates to
members of Kosovo Security Force, on Friday
28 January 2011, who successfully completed a three
week Fire Fighting course in Camp Film City.
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Story by Captain Marco Frontoura Cordeiro, uniforms or standard procedures used by the opponent.
Units should be flexible, easy to deploy by air or
Portuguese Army
ground and self-sustainable with minimum notice to
Photos courtesy of PAO, KTM
move. Thus, soldiers should be well trained to improve
Nowadays any NATO military force should be able to their skills in Crowd Riot Control (CRC). Each soldier
engage in any kind of conflict: low, medium and high should have a deep knowledge about cultural, social
intensity. But at Crises Response Operations (CRO) a and ethnic aspects as well as historic fundamentals
lot of forces are deployed on peacekeeping, peace about the conflict guidelines. These are the key points
enforcement, and humanitarian assistance operations of KFOR Tactical Reserve Manoeuvre Battalion
worldwide. During these operations, units face violent (KTM) training. So, the main aim of the 1st
crowds against peace, Freedom of Movement (FOM) Parachutist Battalion is, to relieve or reinforce
and Safe and Secure Environment (SASE). This Multinational Battle Group (MNBG) forces, conduct
worldwide instability increases the necessity to crowd and riot control operations, conduct interdiction
improve and update doctrines, tactics, techniques and and anti-smuggling operations, within the current
procedures (TTP) from each army, to quell riots and mandate and, in co-ordination with European Union
restore public order in a unit’s Area of Responsibility Rule of Law Mission (EULEX) Police, provide
(AOR). In the new scenarios there´s no military support in the fight against organized crime.
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Thus, CHARLIE COY from KTM completed a Full
Operational Capability exercise in recent weeks to
achieve Combat Readiness. The CRC exercise took
place at Camp Vrelo near Pristina. The scenario was
created to deal with violent riots. Kosovo Police (KP)
and EULEX could not cope with the crowd who
wanted to lynch a war criminal, so they requested
assistance from KFOR. For this purpose Command
Group, Medical Team, the Special Operations Team
and two platoons of Charlie Coy were air lifted by
MI-171 helicopters from Camp SLIM LINES and
third platoon was deployed by ground with light
armoured vehicles. They linked up on the hotspot and
started CRC manoeuvres against the riots. In the
beginning the riots were calm but they soon increased
in violence. A number of TTP´s were tested, such as:
defense against Molotov cocktail; CRC elements
injury evacuation; single man within riots; reaction

against a riot fire weapon; CRC elements using fire
weapons and screening riot threats with Special
Operations Team; using armoured vehicles when riots
become violent; surrenders; arrests; breach barricades
with Freedom of Movement Detachment and Tactical
Psyops Team. Such items were successfully
conducted.
It is important that CRC units should be prepared for
the worst scenarios and all elements must be prepared
for that. Charlie Coy tested Command and Control
using the different radio nets and other control
measures with all platoons. In the end state, the unit
made significant improvements to CRC TTP´s and
important lessons were learned.
It was an exciting challenge and in the end Charlie
Coy displayed the correct procedures in this CRC
Exercise..
Our motto …“ready on air to fulfill on ground”.
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Story and photos by Private First Class Sarah A. wherever they are stationed, and has been held every
year since 1972. The march consists of approximately
Cummings, 130th Public Affairs Detachment
26 kilometers (about 16 miles) of trail and has been
CAMP BONDSTEEL, Kosovo – More than 600 held in Kosovo since Danish soldiers had become
multinational service members from all across Kosovo involved in KFOR in 1999.
gathered on 21 November 2010, at Camp Grand Each participant is required to carry a minimum load of
Danois, the Danish camp inside Camp Marechal de 10 kilos (about 22 pounds) for the entire march, and
Lattre de Tassigny at Novo Selo, for the last Danish has a maximum of eight hours in which to complete the
Contingent March, scheduled to be held this winter. course.
Approximately 50 U.S. service members joined their “Remember, this is not a competition,” said Danish
Danish hosts and participants from Finland, France, army Lieutenant Colonel Jens Peder Nyrup,
Germany, Greece, Portugal, Italy, Poland, Sweden and commander of the Danish KFOR contingent, “It is a
others, as well as members of the Kosovo Police and chance for you to enjoy the benefits of exercise with
European Union Rule of Law Mission in Kosovo for soldiers from all over the world.”
the gruelling journey through the Kosovo countryside.
Everyone that participates and completes the course in
The Dancon March is a tradition for Danish soldiers less than eight hours receives the Danish Contingent
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March Medal, a bronze-colored, circular medal with
red and white-striped ribbon. The march brings the
participants through rough terrain in the countryside.
The hardest part for most is the hill near the beginning
of the course.
Specialist Drew Peterson, Multinational Battle Group
East (MNBG E), was the first U.S. Soldier to finish the
march.
“I was very proud to lead the U.S. Army in the march,”
said Peterson. This was Peterson's second time doing
the march. He finished in 4 hours and 1 minute. “This
experience taught me that no matter how big the
obstacle, being well prepared physically and mentally,
allows you to accomplish great things,” he added.
“It was great to be out there with all our coalition
partners participating in a physically challenging

activity and getting to know everyone at the same
time,” said Major Bettye Dufour, U.S. Army,
“I think the best part about doing the Dancon was
getting out into the villages and countryside. We were
able to see all the natural beauty in Kosovo and were
also able to have one-on-one interaction with the
children of this region. This is a beautiful place and the
people are so welcoming,” said Dufour.
This was the last Dancon March scheduled to be held
in Kosovo. The Danish contingent is expected to
withdraw the majority of its troops from the area and
there will not be enough troops to be able to set up and
run it anymore, said Nyrup.
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Story and photos by Captain Primož Hodak, Slovenian West (MNBG W) Commander. We transmit an image
to him so that he can visualize the terrain, with an
Army
emphasis on the demographic and social aspect. For
Since I have arrived as a member of the 22nd him it is not enough just to see a three-dimensional
Slovenian KFOR contingent in the military base picture but he needs to obtain the dimension in which
Villaggio Italia at Peć/Peje, I have been intrigued by he can see how the people live in this area. So he
the Liaison Monitoring Team (LMT) and how they should feel the pulse of the population. At the same
operate. I decided to join the LMT, operating in the time, we are the link which connects
area of the municipality Istok / Istog because I wanted people at all levels, regardless of gender, colour, creed
to see in reality what they do, where they go and learn or nationality, with Multinational KFOR troops. In
about their experiences. So I interviewed the group fact, we are the eyes, ears and voice of KFOR and we
provide feedback from the field, not only of the
leader, Major Lojze Pavič, to satisfy my curiosity.
behaviour, but also the mutual understanding of all the
actors in this area.
Can you initially explain your basic task?
We are the monitor of the Multinational Battle Group
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Do you have more emphasis on measuring the pulse of
the leaders or of the ordinary people?
Through analysis, I soon found that our centres of
gravity are people who live in the municipality. The
decisive points are the influential institutions where
important decisions are made. So, knowing the
centre of gravity and decisive points soon brings great
clarity to what we are about. Of course, people have
confidence in their leaders and if we are welcome at
that level then the other people accept us without fear.
We embrace respect, dignity, honesty, love, patience,
adaptation and acceptance of others.

They want our everyday presence and someone who
listens to them, who shows them they are not alone
and, of course, to return to them a little dignity which
they have been deprived of so many times. We are
aware of what these people have suffered, and
therefore we are honest and patient.

Finally, in your experience as LMT leader, what, in
one sentence, is the most desireable wish for the
people you meet?
Everyone wants security, peace and prosperity in the
future.

We will visit Serbian returnees in the village Zac/Zallq.
How do you approach them?
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Over the following ten years, twenty-one teams served
under the Multinational Brigade North. The Battle
Group changed organisation and was reduced in
numbers and units, but the Area of Operations
remained more or less the same – with small
As we enter February 2011, an era ends for the Danish adjustments.
army. After eleven years of operations in KFOR, the
last contingent has been withdrawn from Kosovo. This In January 2010, KFOR passed through Gate 1. The
also marks the end of twenty years of presence in the Multinational Task Force North was transformed into
Balkans; in Croatia, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Albania Multinational Battle Group North (MNBG N) and the
and former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia Danish contingent reduced to a Company size unit
(FYROM). From February, the Danish contingent will plus a few additional assets within MNBG N. Camp
consist of only a Force Protection Platoon in Novo Olaf Rye – famous for DANCON Marches and
Selo and five staff officers in KFOR HQ. This Sunday brunches – was closed and the Danish
contingent is provided by the Home Guard, which is Contingent moved to its present home in Novo Selo.
not part of the regular Army.
Also the tasks of the Danish soldiers changed. The
infantry company was now used throughout northern
The Danish engagement in Kosovo started in July Kosovo. Only the two Liaison & Monitoring Teams
1999 with the deployment of a Battle Group of around remained, responsible for their “old areas” in
1,000 soldiers, the most powerful contingent the Skenderai and Zubin Potok.
Danish Army had ever deployed abroad. The Battle
Group had two infantry companies, a tank squadron, More than 10,000 Danish soldiers served in Kosovo,
heavy mortars, anti tank platoon, RECCE platoon and one did not return alive. On 26 April 2003 Lance
the combat and combat service support, necessary to Corporal Susanne Lauritzen was killed in a road
sustain operations independently. The Battle Group traffic accident, North West of Zvecan. On the spot,
was deployed in the area west and northwest of the where she lost her life, her comrades raised a
city of Mitrovica in Multinational Brigade North monument. The stone is now being sent back to her
AOR.
home garrison in Denmark, leaving a small plaque
Story by Lieutenant Colonel Jens Peder Nyrup, Danish
Army
Photos by Warrant Officer Torben Chistenser, Danish
Army
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with the text of the stone on the spot.
The text reads:
“Freedom was our goal, fate became our day. In loving
memory of Susanne our friend, who was torn away
from us”.

parts of the world lie ahead of us. We leave Kosovo
with good conscience and pride. We, together with our
allies, have brought the security situation to a level
where fewer soldiers are required to maintain a safe
and secure environment and guarantee the freedom of
movement. The job in Kosovo requires other skills and
capabilities, the skills of an efficient police force and
courageous and dedicated diplomats and politicians,
but first and foremost the will and commitment of the
people to find just and lasting solutions to the
unresolved issues that still divide the people here.

In addition to our lost comrade, others were injured as
a result of the mission, primarily due to road traffic
accidents. However, most of the soldiers returned
home with memories of a meaningful mission in a
region with people that treated us with kindness and
hospitality and a landscape of beauty and colourful We leave Kosovo with a sincere wish for a bright and
prosperous future for everybody in the region and a
scenery.
safe mission for our comrades in arms, who remain in
Now it is time to leave. Other missions in different KFOR through Gate 2.
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and professional staff of the platoon were tasked with
accomplishing the mission as successfully as possible.
Electricians
and
engineers,
weapon
and
telecommunication engineers worked zealously, in
conjunction with other elements of the Battalion, in
order to technically prepare all vehicles, radios and
weapons, for the transportation of troops and their gear
to Kosovo. Lieutenant Colonel Andreadis Panagiotis’
orders, Battalion Commander, were strict and specific;
one could feel the urgency surrounding him and the
maintenance platoon personnel. Everything had to be
in order in the right time. Due to the proximity of
Greece, making the trip from Greece to Kosovo by car
is a relatively small journey; however, making this trip
Preperation for checks, controls, periodical inspetions in an orderly convoy by tens of loaded army trucks,
and services of light vehicles, light armored combat light terrain vehicles and jeeps, is a different story!
vehicles, trucks, radios and weapons, in compliance
with technical manuals, bulletins and instructions, Everybody is deeply aware that everything has to be
standing technical orders or manufacturer’s perfect for this trip and maintenance platoon staff did
specifications, were a daily ritual and the experienced its best to prove its worth and capabilities to the

Story and photos by Lieutenant Georgios Athanasiou,
Hellenic Army
“It is always the scorer”, as the saying goes, “who gets
the credit, the accolades and fame, and attracts the
light of publicity in the game”. However, it’s the
team-force behind, which deserves the same credit and
has an equally important role to play. It’s been almost
one month since the mandate for a 6-month tour of the
507th Battalion began in Ferijai/Urosevac. The
technical preparations for the unit deployment and the
task at hand for the maintenance platoon cast a special
burden on its shoulders. Already since last August,
back in Greece, the operation has been in full swing.
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Commander. Of course, there were various obstacles
along the way but optimism, good will, craftsmanship
skills and discipline prevailed. The 507th Battalion is
in Ferijai now, continues the effort of its predecessors
to embed itself into its Area of Responsibility,
conducting various missions and making good use of
its resources. The maintenance platoon stands behind
for technical support, in and out of barracks, ensuring
constant back up!
KFOR units Kosovo wide mix in a variety of ways in
local people’s lives; consequently, 507th Battalion tries
its best within its capabilities and means.
Organizational maintenance under administrative
instructions, within the parameters of unit repair

capability is our job, and as mentioned earlier,
although the scorer falls under the public light
scrutiny (combat units, patrols, LMT’s, CIMIC, CRC,
etc), it’s the force behind him which stands firm.
Logistic support, abiding by technical instructions is
an insurance against unforeseen situations, providing
the Commander with an unwavering feeling of
security.
To our KFOR technical colleagues, we extend our
wholehearted greeting to you, knowing deep in our
heart that you all deserve special mention for your
efforts. Enjoy your stay in Kosovo and keep striving
for the best!
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Story by Commandant Eugene Doyle, Irish Defence
Forces
Photos by Corporal Chef Madia Guitoune, French
Army
On a clear, bright morning on 07 January 2011, with a
surprisingly pleasant temperature for early January,
the Transfer of Authority took place at Camp Marechal
de Lattre de Tassigny in Novo Selo. A comprehensive
programme outlined the details of the ceremony,
which was presided over by Kosovo Force
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Commander (COM KFOR), Major General Erhard
Bühler. Colonel Frank Barrera, the outgoing
Commander of Multinational Battle Group North
(MNBG N), escorted COM KFOR to a review of the
troops on parade.
In his speech, Colonel Barrera complimented all
soldiers of MNBG N on their professionalism and for
their contribution to a safer and more secure
environment in the Northern part of Kosovo,
particularly on the day of the election: “During the

election day, on 12 December 2010, your presence on
the ground was impressive and provided a very high
level of security throughout our Area of
Responsibility. No incident occurred due to your
deterrent presence”. He went on to acknowledge the
enhanced level of cooperation with the European
Union Rule of Law Mission (EULEX) and the Kosovo
Police. He expressed his best wishes to all the
communities of Kosovo. Finally he offered the best of

luck to his successor, Colonel Benoit Roux.
When COM KFOR addressed the parade, he praised
MNBG N, under the command of Colonel Barrera, for
their excellent work during the last four months. He
then presented the Non Article 5 medal to Colonel
Barrera. Immediately following the medal award,
COM KFOR conducted the Transfer of Authority from
Colonel Barrera to Colonel Roux. In keeping with
KFOR tradition, COM KFOR took the flag of

MNBG N from Colonel Barrera and handed it to
Colonel Roux, who has previously served in Bosnia
Herzegovina on two occasions, also the Ivory Coast,
as well as Kosovo. The handover of the flag is a
simple, but highly symbolic and significant gesture. It
is the essence of the handover of command and
authority in a way that words cannot express.
On conclusion of the ceremony on the Parade ground,
COM KFOR hosted a Press Point for the invited
media personnel. Standing together with Colonel
Barrera and Colonel Roux, COM KFOR, having made
an opening statement, answered the questions of the
assembled media. When the Press Point was over, all
guests were invited to lunch and that signalled the
completion of the formal part of the ceremony.
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Major General Bühler is the 15th commander of KFOR,
the military mission that has been present in Kosovo for
already 12 years, and this is his second mission in
Kosovo. Back in 2004, he was the Commander of the
9th German contingent in KFOR, Prizren, so that
allowed him to be very familiar with Kosovo
circumstances.
How do you estimate the security situation in Kosovo?
– The overall situation in Kosovo is peaceful and
stable, much better than some observers from other
European countries believe, who still see Kosovo as the
shelter for unrests and crime. We can talk about gradual
normalisation of the general situation. However, that
cannot be said for the whole region of Kosovo.
What has singled out the northern region, in the sense of
security, from other parts of Kosovo, which led to the
creation of a “Joint engagement – North” plan in
cooperation with EULEX and KP?
– There was great uncertainty, and then there were
unrests, attacks with hand-grenades and explosives. I
have noticed high readiness for criminal acts and I
received reports that police were acting in a very
withdrawn manner, especially during evening and night
hours which has resulted in people avoiding to go out at
night. And then, I will remind you of what has happened
in Mitrovica on 11 September 2010 – violence and use
of fire-arms, something that I haven’t experienced in
Kosovo. Consequently, the use of our operation “Joint
engagement – North” – through our presence in the
streets, vehicle checks, patrols, checks of
individuals, carried out together with the European
Union Rule of Law Mission (EULEX) and Kosovo
Police (KP), which I had initiated on 4 October 2010,
has improved the security situation in the North. This
operation is a long-term one and will constantly be
developed and improved, because we learn and gain
experiences all the time, similar to how perpetrators of
violent acts and crimes change their way of actions.
On many occasions you’ve repeated that KFOR will
remain the main pillar of security in Kosovo. The
Serbian community is not satisfied with the hand-over of
responsibilities to KP.
– The process of hand-over of responsibilities for the
safety of monasteries is successfully moving on. In the
meantime, Kosovo Police has firstly been well trained
18
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and prepared for this task. They are capable of accepting
that great responsibility. Very often I speak to Bishop
Teodosije about it, and with all other heads of
monasteries. I also maintain contact with chairmen of
municipalities and communities. They and their
associates are personally responsible for the safety of
monasteries and for the wellbeing of monks and sisters.
My experience tells me that this engagement is
successful and that police members have already started
to gain the trust of the population in areas where they
have taken over such responsibilities, like they have in
Gracanica and Istok.
Restructuring of KFOR will leave 5,000 soldiers in
NATO’s mission in Kosovo, after 01 March 2011. Should
that cause worry among people of Kosovo and
Metohija?
– No. On the contrary, they have reasons for optimism,
because the decrease of the number of soldiers is a result
of an improvement in the overall situation. KFOR is
aware of its responsibilities, and will still be engaged.
The level of security will not be decreased with a
smaller number of soldiers. KFOR will have 5,000 to
6,000 soldiers from March 2011. The territory of
Kosovo will be covered by five regional command
points. These points will have the task to maintain

contact with local authorities and people that live in
those areas. The command point in Novo Selo will still
be authorised for the north, and will still be led by the
French Commander. I want to use this opportunity to
clarify something that had been wrongly interpreted in
the media recently: latest units, so-called “Multinational
battle groups” cease to exist. As KFOR Commander,
from 01 March 2011 I will have 2 multinational battle
units, in the size of battalions, which will be ready to
operate in the whole Kosovo territory, and exclusively
according to my orders. These two units are not tied and
responsible for any particular area. They have no
authority to maintain the systematic or permanent
connection with authorities or political representatives.
And it is very important to emphasize that KFOR is a
NATO operation, and not an operation of separate
countries. Other media reports related to U.S. or French
zones of responsibilities are incorrect. It is also
important to say that if needed KFOR also has 3 reserve
battalions, which are located in NATO countries. These
battalions are located it Italy and the Czech Republic,
while the battalion in Germany is combined with
Austrian units. They are ready to act in Kosovo within a
very short time-frame. However, I can state with a high
degree of certainty that these battalions will not be
needed.
Is Dick Marty’s report affecting the security situation?
– This report and its consequences should be left to
political and judicial bodies. Sadly, instability and
uncertainty occur when unconfirmed information and
doubts are spread. And there were such cases during the
last few weeks. That is why I welcome the readiness of
all sides to cooperate with the commission for
investigations. Finally, we must ensure appropriate
evidence, ready for judicial use. Confidential statements
of protected witnesses must be secured. That is how
things work in legally organised countries – where there
is no evidence, there is no guilt. And it goes without
saying that KFOR respects this principle of the legal
state.
You have confirmed that KFOR has a central archive
with documents from the start of its mission (12 June
1999). Is that archive accessible? KFOR has opened an
internal investigation related to the secret document
which was reported on by “Guardian” and “Le
Monde”?
– Of course, KFOR has an archive, which collects

material on activities from the start of the mission.
Documents are labelled as “Classified” and “Secret”,
which is why they’re not available to the public.
Initially, that is our internal archive for our own needs,
and only NATO in Brussels decides whether those
documents could be published. By the way, the
document published in “Le Monde” and “Guardian” is
labelled as “Releasable to KFOR”, which means that it
originated from another source and could be delivered to
KFOR for its insight. I also want to point out that this
document is 6 years old. As a reaction to the publication
of this document, I have created a commission that will
investigate its source. This investigation is still ongoing
and I’m personally interested in its result.
KFOR’s mandate has been regulated by the Kumanovo
Agreement and UNSC’s Resolution 1244. In connection
to that, safety-related issues along the ABL fall under
authority of the SAF and KFOR. The Administrative
boundary line with Macedonia has been recently
handed over to Kosovo Police Service.
– KFOR’s mandate is based on the UN SC Resolution
1244. Some KFOR functions have been defined and
established by the Kumanovo agreement. When we’re
talking about the administrative separation, KFOR’s
side has its Joint Implementation Commission, while
Serbian Armed Forces have the Commission for the
Implementation of the Military Technical Agreement.
Responsible officers care about security on both sides of
separation and carry out the so-called synchronised
patrols with KFOR and SAF, with one of the tasks being
to suppress human trafficking. Cooperation between
KFOR and SAF is very good, and I have very good
relations and cooperation with Serbian Chief of General
Staff General Miletic. We have recently met and talked,
as part of the meeting of NATO’s Military Committee.
This cooperation will be continued. In connection to
that, I want to point out that I hold no mandate to make
any changes in the Administrative line.
SAF and KFOR have evaluated their cooperation as
“very good, highly professional and based on mutual
respect”.
What is the result of that cooperation?
– The result is – success. We didn’t have any serious
incidents on the ABL during the last 12 years. Trust
between SAF and KFOR has been gradually built during
all these years. Joint exchange of information has
become even more intesified and trustworthy.
KFOR Chronicle, January 2011
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Story and Photos by Lt Clarisse Chopin, French Army Group North (MNBG N), commanded by Colonel
Frank Barrera.
On 24 and 25 December 2010, the French army Chief The honour company was mixed: platoons from
of Staff, Géneral du Corps d’Armée, Géneral Elrick Mountain Troops and from Infantry of Marine were
Irastorza, came to share Christmas Eve with his together to welcome their General.
soldiers. Having been welcomed by the French army After the parade, everybody availed of refreshments,
representative, Colonel Claude Bonnifaix, the Chief of so that General Irastorza could speak with a lot of
Staff first came to Camp Film City, to meet Kosovo soldiers, and Christmas Eve celebrations began.
Force Commander (COM KFOR), Major General General Irastorza took the opportunity to express his
Erhard Bühler. During this interview, COM KFOR satisfaction concerning the great job done by the
explained to general Irastorza the current French troops in the northern part of Kosovo. “The
disposition of KFOR, but also, the future layout, French army is in this part of Kosovo since almost 11
which will be deployed after Gate 2.
year ago. When I see Kosovo today, I am proud of
your work, and of the work that has been done by your
After this first meeting, General Irastorza went to predecessors. You contribute everyday by your
Camp Belvedere to meet the two French combat professionalism, to facilitate the calm situation in this
companies which belong to Multinational Battle part of Kosovo.” the General said.
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Then, the French army Chief of Staff went to the camp
in Novo Selo. This camp is, where the greatest number
of French soldiers live. Almost 700 soldiers from the
French National Support Element, and from
MNBG N were ready to spend a great evening with
General Irastorza.
The next step of the Chief of Staff’s programme was
the traditional Christmas mass, celebrated by Father
Christian Gladieux, the French priest.
Very shortly after the end of the mass, the dinner
began, in a very friendly atmosphere. Appetizers were
foie gras and salmon, followed by beef and fish as

main course. A special cake was served for dessert.
Red and white French wine acompanied the meal,
there was also French champagne. Following a very
good meal, the General thanked the chefs from the
French Catering company, “Economat des armées”
who organised the event.
General Irastorza went back to France early on the
morning of Christmas day. He was very satisfied with
the visit and by the attitude and professionalism of his
soldiers.
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Story by Lieutenant Mokhtar El Motarajji, Moroccan
Royal Armed Forces
Photos by Master Sergeant Steffen Maluche, German
Army
Morocco’s Royal Armed Forces have a long and
successful tradition as peace keepers. Among other UN
Missions, they have been participating in Somalia,
Haiti, Ivory Cost, and in the Republic of Congo.
Although not a member of NATO, Morocco has been
contributing contingents also to NATO missions. They
have been serving with the Alliance in Bosnia
Herzegovina and since 1999 in Kosovo.
On 04 January 2010, Kosovo Force Commander
(COM KFOR), Major General Erhard Bühler, visited
the Moroccan contingent of Kosovo Force at Camp
Marechal de Lattre de Tassigny in Novo Selo, where
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they are stationed together with the French KFOR
troops and the contingents from Denmark and
Luxemburg. He was welcomed by Lieutenant Colonel
Khalid Lkhiel, the Senior National Representative of
the Moroccan contingent, his officers and all Moroccan
contingent personnel. Major General Bühler inspected
the troops, vehicles and facilities and was informed
about the high readiness and the excellent motivation of
the soldiers. “During all KFOR history Moroccan
soldiers have successfully served to maintain peace in
Kosovo and to increase the safety and the well being of
the population in the region. So I want to express my
gratitude and my respect to all Moroccan comrades and
I am sure that they will continue with their strong
contribution for the prosperous and stable future of
Kosovo.”

It’s a tradition of the Moroccan Royal Armed Forces to
participate in peace keeping missions and, with regard
to the cold and the winter weather, COM KFOR
expressed his respect that the Moroccan soldiers,
normally serving in more sunny regions of the world,
had no problems with the very low temperatures.
Moroccan soldiers have been part of Kosovo Force
since 1999, when the Moroccan contingent started, not
only with a military contribution to KFOR, but also with
medical aid operations for the suffering Kosovo
population. At that time a Battalion was stationed in
Mitrovica with a hospital and two companies. Morocco
had deployed 450 soldiers when KFOR had initially
been established. As KFOR reduced its presence over
the years, the Moroccan Armed Forces contingent
decreased as well but maintained a strong
contribution to the mission in Kosovo. Today, the
contingent is composed of more than 200 officers and
soldiers serving in KFOR Headquarters and
Multinational Battle Group North. The soldiers

contribute to provide a Safe and Secure environment
and also Freedom of Movement especially in the North.
Their vehicle check points and their patrols help to
stabilize the situation in their Area of Responsibility in
the North-West and North-East. Moroccan soldiers have
a good relationship with all elements of the population
and are well respected. The Moroccan contingent will
stay in Kosovo after the adaptation and the restructuring
of KFOR which will be completed in March 2011.
Around 150 soldiers will continue to serve in Kosovo to
contribute to security and stability.
COM KFOR expressed his admiration that the
Moroccan soldiers are so professional in the command
structures and the procedures of NATO: ¨The Alliance is
proud to have the Moroccans at their side.¨ On the
ocasion of his visit, COM KFOR was invited by
Lieutenant Colonel Lkhiel to take part in the traditional
Moroccan cous cous meal. COM KFOR praised the
delicious meal and wished it could become the common
dish of KFOR soldiers.
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Story and Photos by Senior Master Sergeant David A. cold) and apply soap.
•Rub your hands together to make a lather and scrub
Adkins, U.S. Air Force
them well; be sure to scrub the backs of your hands,
Our hands are what we use the most in our daily tasks between your fingers, and under your nails.
such as, when we are performing ID card checks, •Continue rubbing your hands for at least 20 seconds.
weapon checks or vehicle maintenance and in greeting •Rinse your hands well under running water.
one another. Because of this our hands are also a •Dry your hands using a clean towel.
means for spreading diseases. Keep in mind down
through history in all wars/missions/campaigns far Washing hands with soap and water is the best way to
more troops were lost to infectious diseases than all reduce the number of germs on them. If soap and water
battle-related trauma.
are not available, use an alcohol-based hand sanitizer
that contains at least 60% alcohol. Alcohol-based hand
To prevent us from becoming sick, it is important sanitizers can quickly reduce the number of germs on
that we take every opportunity to wash our hands, but hands in some situations, but sanitizers do not
especially before we eat at a restaurant or the Dining eliminate all types of germs.
Facility. Clean hands can stop germs from spreading Hand sanitizers are not effective when hands are
from one person to another and throughout an entire visibly dirty.
military unit. When we get sick, it means that we are How should you use hand sanitizer?
not able to perform our missions and hand washing is •Apply to the palm of one hand.
a very simple step in helping us all stay healthy.
•Rub your hands together.
•Rub over all surfaces of your hands, fingers and nails
When should you wash your hands?
until your hands are dry.
•Before eating food.
•After using the toilet.
•Before and after caring for someone who is sick.
Keeping hands clean is one of the most important steps
•After blowing your nose, coughing, or we can take to avoid getting sick and spreading germs
sneezing.
to others. Many diseases and conditions are spread by
•After touching an animal or animal waste.
not washing hands with soap and clean, running water.
•After touching garbage.
So, what have you been doing with your hands today?
•Before and after treating a cut or wound.
Remember the washing of hands is not an option, it is
What is the right way to wash your hands?
an obligation!
•Wet your hands with clean running water (warm or
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Story by Commandant Conor Bates, Irish Defence MAT with information to Force Advisory Office
(FAO).
Forces
Photos by Lieutenant Colonel Udo Simon, German Manage the branch administration, including security
and personnel issues.
Army
The RRB MAT team is led by Lieutenant Colonel
The Rapid Reaction Brigade (RRB) Mentoring and Konstantinos Alexis, Greek Army, and consists of
Advisory Team (MAT) is a branch of the Military three Germans (2 Officers, 1 Other Rank), two Turkish
Civil Advisory Division (MCAD) under the command (2 Other Ranks), two Italians (1 Officer, 1 Other
of Brigadier General Enrico Spagnoli, an experienced Rank), one Irish (1 Officer) and three civilian
General Officer of the Italian Army. The branch’s interpreters. The RRB MAT is required to travel on a
operational tasks are to:
daily basis in order to engage with the Kosovo
Supervise, mentor and advise with a main effort on the Security Force (KSF) RRB at all levels. The three
RRB and its subordinate units, through to Full locations to be visited on a daily basis are: Istok (RRB
Operational Control (FOC), in line with MCAD HQ and Rapid Reaction Battalion number 2),
mentoring concept and development plans.
Mitrovica (Rapid Reaction Battalion number 3) and
Coordinate mentoring efforts with flanking MCAD Gilane (Rapid Reaction Battalion number 1),
mentoring teams.
RRB MAT members advise, mentor, and assess the
Contribute to the overall assessment of RRB RRB in order to support their movement to FOC.
operational capabilities.
Therefore RRB MAT covers all aspects of RRB
Report on progress to Land Force Command (LFC) activity.
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Story by Lieutenant Colonel Carlos Sobreira,
Portuguese Army
Photos by Staff Sergeant
Anica
Kuyumdjan,
German Army
On 13 January 2011, the Change of Command (CoC)
ceremony for the Joint Logistics Support Group
(JLSG) was held in “Film City” base, HQ KFOR.
After six months in theater, the Director of Force
Command Madrid (FC MD) JLSG 2, Brigadier
General Hans-Joachim Fischer, German Army, handed
over the command of the JLSG unit in KFOR to the
Director of FC MD JLSG 1, Brigadier General Jose
Fonseca, Portuguese Army.
This is the 3rd rotation since August 2009 when FC
MD was tasked by SHAPE to deploy a full JLSG HQ
to KFOR in order to test the concept of centralized,
Multi-National Logistics Support in a real operation.
The CoC ceremony began with the Honor Guard
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posting the JLSG/NATO flag. An inspection of the
parade was conducted by Deputy Commander Kosovo
Force (DCOM KFOR), Brigadier General Marco
Serronha, and the outgoing COM JLSG. Following the
inspection, Brigadier General Fischer addressed his
troops
and
distinguished
guests
by
highlighting his rotation’s achievements that “Have
been very satisfactory due to the high level of
cooperation and collaboration shown by all KFOR
players”. He also thanked the men and women of
JLSG for their service: “You have performed in a very
successful and highly motivated way. You have always
been a team fulfilling its mission with outstanding
dedication and professionalism.” In closing, he said “It
was an honor and a privilege to serve as Joint Logistics
Support Group with you here in KFOR”
Following Brigadier General Fischer’s speech,
DCOM KFOR bid farewell to the outgoing JLSG
Commander. “As the Commander of the JLSG,

Brigadier General Fischer has been very successful.
During his six months in the operation, JLSG
credibility was growing up day by day due to hard
work, his personality and his crew’s follow
through[…] some examples of the JLSG’s tireless
performance under his command were the transport of
the universal bridge to Pakistan, the valuable inputs to
improve emergency procedures at Slatina Airport, the
assumption of fuel supply responsibilities[…] and we
can’t forget the latest effort he made to present a
number of projects that could reduce the logistics
footprint in KFOR. ”
DCOM KFOR also expressed respect for the wealth of
logistic experience the incoming COM JLSG holds
and his confidence in Brigadier General Jose
Fonseca’s expertise and ability to lead the JLSG.
“Now, I would like to welcome Brigadier General Jose
Fonseca[…] I am extremely confident that you and all
your people will support all of KFOR’s logistical
requirements during the challenging and exciting

times ahead.”
DCOM KFOR then presented Brigadier General
Fischer with the NATO “Non Article 5” medal. The
official Transfer of Authority followed the medal
presentation. Symbolic of the powers behind a change
of command, Brigadier General Fischer surrendered
the JLSG/NATO flag to Brigadier General Serronha,
who then gave command authority to the new
JLSG/KFOR Commander, Brigadier General Jose
Fonseca.
The new JLSG/KFOR commander’s vision is
straightforward: be agile and flexible while enabling
KFOR’s move towards minimum presence. JLSG will
identify shortfalls and redundancies and will find ways
to assist the nations in reducing their costs and number
of deployed KFOR personnel without jeopardizing
their forces’ mission accomplishment. The mission of
JLSG/KFOR will be signified by COM KFOR’s
motto: “Together for Progress”.
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Handover of Sector 1 of the K
Story by Lieutenant Colonel Peter O’Halloran, Irish
Defence Forces
Photos by Master Sergeant Steffen Maluche, German
Army
On 22 January 2011, in a historic occasion, Kosovo
Force Commander (COM KFOR), Major General
Erhard Bühler, handed over the policing of Sector 1 of
the Kosovo border with the former Yugoslav Republic
of Macedonia (FYROM) to the Kosovo Police (KP).
The ceremony was conducted in the ‘Batcave’ in Film
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City and was attended by many dignitaries. The
dignitaries were led by COMKFOR, the Minister of
Internal Affairs of Kosovo, Mr Bajram Rexhepi, the
Minister of Internal Affairs of the former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia, Ms Gordana Jankulovska and
the Deputy Head of European Union Rule of Law
Mission (EULEX), Mr Andy Sparkes. Also present
were the Command Group of KFOR plus high
ranking officers of KP, the Kosovo Border Police,
Montenegro Border Police and Albanian Border
Police.

Kosovo Border with FYROM*
COMKFOR, in front of a spectacular canvas backdrop
of the mountains between the former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia and Kosovo, praised the
developments within the KP and congratulated them
on achieving the capabilities and capacity to undertake
the new task of policing Sector 1 of the Kosovo Border
with the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia.
Sector 1 of the border measures 66.12 kilometres long
and will be policed from the sub-station in Zur. Similar
sentiments were also expressed in speeches by Ms
Gordana Jankulovska, Mr Rexhepi and Mr Andy
Sparkes.
To acknowledge the historic occasion a signing
ceremony took place witnessed by the large
gathering. The ceremony itself was the culmination of
much effort and hard work within the framework of the
Joint Implementation Commission. Working closely
with the other stakeholders, EULEX and KP, a rigorous
procedure was put in place and enacted to the letter of
the law.

To complete the process the Prime Minister of Kosovo,
Mr Hashim Thaci, wrote to COMKFOR on 17 January
2011 informing him that KP had acquired the
necessary capacities for the task. This request by the
Prime
Minister
was
supported
by
a
positive recommendation and assessment by EULEX.
Then on 19 January 2011 COMKFOR informed the
Prime Minister in writing that he would handover
Sector 1 of the Kosovo Border with the former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia on 22 January 2011.
The next phase in the process of border handover will
be sector 2 of the Kosovo Border with the former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia which should take
place towards the end of the first quarter 2011 with the
complete handover by mid-summer 2011. This should
then be followed by the handover of the Kosovo
Border with Montenegro in autumn 2011.

*Turkey recognizes the Republic of Macedonia with its constitutional name
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Name: Specialist Michael Velez-Ramos
Hometown: Anasco, Puerto Rico.
Job title: Infantry Scout
Unit: 3rd Platoon, A Company, 1st Battalion, 296th Infantry Regiment, Puerto
Rico National Guard, United States Army
Age: 30 years old
Time in service: 11 years
Number of Deployments: Kosovo (four), Kuwait (twice), and Egypt.
The mission is to help in providing a safe and secure environment. The infantry
helps in this by doing mounted and dismounted, joint and synchronized patrols.
The joint patrols are done with the Kosovo Border and Boundary Police along the
FYROM border. The synchronized patrols are done along the Administrative
Boundary Line with the Serbian Armed Forces. During these patrols the Infantry
Soldiers look for anything that is out of place. They are looking for suspicious
activities like contraband and smuggling that may impede on the safe and secure
environment and freedom of movement for people in Kosovo. The infantry also
does town patrols. “We are there to help them feel secure,” said Velez-Ramos.
The 296th has both Quick Reaction Force and Crowd and Riot Control
capabilities. “We have done some really good training in these areas,” said
Velez-Ramos. “It is hard to say if the training will translate to the real thing, but I
am confident that if needed we could react with precision and accuracy.”
“One of the best parts of this deployment is that we are working with so many
other nations. We benefit from it because we are given the opportunity to learn
and share in the different cultures,” said Velez-Ramos.
“My family has been very supportive and they support me in everything I do. The person that supports me the most is my wife. We
have been married for five years. It’s easy to keep in touch with my friends and family back in Puerto Rico because of the internet
and things like Skype and Magic Jack.”
“Back home, I am a medical student at the Universidad Interamericana de Puerto Rico Recinto de Aguadilla. I am studying to
become a paediatrician. I have six years left until I get my degree. When I get home from this deployment I am going to take a
vacation, then go back to college.”

Name Peter TAKACS
Rank Captain
Nationality
Swiss Hungarian
Unit in KFOR LMT House PRIZREN SWISSCOY / MNBG S
Home Unit
MA at the SWISS JOINT FORCES COMMAND
Military education
Intelligence Officer of Infantry
Civilian work Graduate Audio Engineer
About the mission
It is my second time that I serve in a SWISSCOY
Contingent here in Kosovo. Between March and October 2010 I had the
function as RLMT Analysis in the HQ of MNBG S. When the Swiss Army
decided to take over the LMT House from the Germans in Prizren, I
applied for the function in the LMT House there. Since then I work and live
with 6 team members in a house at downtown Prizren. We are the eyes and
ears and many times the smile for KFOR among the population.
Favorite part of my job: We have many contacts with local people on
different levels and also with a lot of International and Non-government
Organizations. It is very interesting to see the development process of
Kosovo directly in front of the house door.
Family reaction: My family and friends accepted very well my decision to
serve in PfP Missions here in Kosovo. I get every support from home
during my engagement time and with the modern communication means it
is very easy to keep up the contact.
Plans after the missionIf everything is going right I can renew again my
contract for another 6 months. I will look at the function as Staff Officer Assessment at Joint Regional Development
North. But after that time I will return in the civilian world in Switzerland where I will start to study culture management
at an advanced technical college.
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Name: Mimoza Zhitia-Zogiani
Job Title: Site Manager Assistant
Position: HQ Support Group (HSG)
Experience: I have been doing this job since January 2001
Language: Albanian, English and Serbian
Job in progress: I started in 2000 as a bartender in the Amsterdam
club here in Film City. In January 2001, I took up my present
appointment in HSG as Site Manager Assistant and interpreter for
HSG Commander. I deal with all KFOR vehicle passes for all nations,
including civilian vehicles. I am also involved with
administration reports for the laundry, especially reports relating to
payments. My job is very busy, every day I have about 50 people in
my office from all Battle Groups, speaking a variety of languages.
However I enjoy it very much, especially working with the military
personnel in HSG, particularly Sergeant Major Larry Woods.
Hobbies: My hobbies are music and travelling but most of all, at this
time, I enjoy playing with my daughters.

Family reaction: I am married with 2 children. Ema is 5 years old and Olsa is now 10 months of age.
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